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We establish some general concepts concerning boundary conditions for systems
of conservation laws defined on one-dimensional space intervals, and prove some
general results. Among these is an extension of Glimm’s existence theorem to
initial-boundary value problems. We also prove the convergence of the time
averages of the solutions to certain initial-boundary value problems for systems
arising in fluid flows in porous media, isentropic gas dynamics, and elasticity
theory.  1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. Introduction
This work is concerned with initial-boundary value problems (IBVPs
henceforth) for systems of conservation laws. It can be divided into two
parts according to the general goals. In the first part, which constitutes
Section 2, we establish some general concepts concerning boundary condi-
tions for systems of conservation laws defined on one-dimensional space
intervals, and prove some general results. The main result of this part is an
extension of Glimm’s existence theorem to IBVPs. In the second part,
consisting of Sections 36, we prove the convergence of the time averages
of the solutions to certain IBVPs for systems arising in fluid flows in
porous media, isentropic gas dynamics, and elasticity theory. These results
suggest a general approach for studying the asymptotic behavior of the
solutions to natural IBVPs for systems arising in physics and engeneering
which differ from the known procedures for studing asymptotic behavior of
solutions to Cauchy problems for conservation laws (e.g. [68, 14, 20]). In
Section 3 we prove an elementary result about the convergence in average
of composite functions defined on intervals of the real line, which will be
useful in the subsequent sections. In Section 4 we prove the convergence of
the time averages of the solutions to IBVPs modelling two-phase flows and
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a three-phase flow through an oil reservoir. In Section 5 we prove the same
fact for the solution of an IBVP representing a problem of interior ballistics
in isentropic gas dynamics. Finally, in Section 6, we prove the convergence
of the time averages of the stresses and velocities in a system of elasticity
theory for the solution of a natural IBVP. We also show that with an addi-
tional reasonable hypothesis we can prove also this type of convergence for
the strains given by solutions of this problem.
2. General Results
In this section we give some general results about IBVPs for systems of
conservation laws. Among these results is an extension of Glimm’s theorem
[13] to IBVPs. So, suppose we have a system of conservation laws
ut+ f (u)x=0, (2.1)
with u=(u1, ..., uN), f (u)=( f 1(u), ..., f N(u)), such that A(u)={f (u) has &
distinct strictly negative eigenvalues and N&& distinct strictly positive
eigenvalues, i.e., *1(u)< } } } <*&(u)<0<*&+1(u)< } } } <*N(u). We will
be interested in studing the solution of system (2.1) in the domain
0=[0, 1]_[0, ) when there are given an initial condition
u(x, 0)=u0(x), x # [0, 1], (2.2)
and boundary conditions posed on the lines x=0, x=1. For a better
understanding of the prescription of boundary conditions for (2.1) we will
first make a brief discussion about IBVPs for a linear system of the form
ut+Aux=0, (2.3)
where A is an N_N matrix possessing N distinct eigenvalues satisfying
*1< } } } <*&<0<*&+1< } } } <*N . The left-boundary Riemann problem
for (2.3) in the domain [0, )_[0, ) is given by an initial condition of
the form
u(x, 0)=u , x>0, (2.4)
for a certain state u # RN, and boundary conditions of the form
(bi , u) |x=0=ci , i=1, ..., N&&. (2.5)
Here, ( , ) is the standard inner product of RN, the bi are constant vectors
of RN, and ci are real constants. Sometimes we will denote
9

(u)=((b1 , u) , ..., (bN&& , u) ), c

=(c1 , ..., cN&&), (2.6)
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and then condition (2.5) becomes
9

(u) |x=0=c

. (2.5$)
The right-boundary Riemann problem for (2.3) in the domain
(&, 1]_[0, ) is given by an initial condition of the form
u(x, 0)=u , x<1, (2.7)
and boundary conditions of the form
(bN&&+i , u) |x=1=cN&&+i , i=1, ..., &. (2.8)
Here, also, bN&&+i are constant vectors in RN and cN&&+i are real con-
stants. We denote
9
>
(u)=((bN&&+1 , u), ..., (bN , u) ), c
>
=(cN&&+1 , ..., cN), (2.9)
and condition (2.8) becomes
9
>
(u) |x=1=c
>
. (2.8$)
We also use the notation
S

=span[r&+1, ..., rN],
S
>
=span[r1 , ..., r&],
where ri , i=1, ..., N, are the right eigenvectors of A. Let l1 , ..., lN be the left
eigenvectors of A. The affine subspace u +S

is the solution set of the
system
(lj , u) =(lj , u ) , j=1, ..., &, (2.10)
and the affine subspace u +S
>
is the solution set of
(lk , u)=(lk , u ), k=&+1, ..., N. (2.11)
It is easy to see that the left-boundary Riemann problem (2.3), (2.4), (2.5)
will have an unique solution if and only if the system formed by Eqs. (2.5)
and (2.10) has an unique solution, that is, if and only if
det(b1 , ..., bN&& , l1 , ..., l&){0. (2.12)
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Analogously, the right-boundary Riemann problem (2.3), (2.7), (2.8) has
an unique solution if and only if the system formed by the Eqs. (2.8) and
(2.11) has an unique solution, that is, if and only if
det(bN&&+1 , ..., bN , l&+1 , ..., lN){0. (2.13)
Let us now consider the corresponding problems for the nonlinear systems
(2.1). Similarly, we now have the left-boundary Riemann problem (2.1),
(2.4), (2.5) and the right-boundary Riemann problem (2.1), (2.7), (2.8).
Besides these we define another type of left-boundary Riemann problem for
(2.1) given by (2.1), (2.4), and boundary conditions of the form
(bi , f (u)) |x=0=ci , i=1, ..., N&&, (2.14)
or
9

( f (u)) |x=0=c

, (2.14$)
and another type of right-boundary Riemann problem given by (2.1), (2.7),
and boundary conditions of the form
(bN&&+i , f (u)) |x=1=cN&&+i , i=1, ..., &, (2.15)
or
9
>
( f (u)) |x=1=c
>
. (2.15$)
2.1. Definition. We say that the boundary conditions (2.5) or (2.14)
are admissible for the left-boundary Riemann problem for (2.1) with initial
state u , if (2.12) is satisfied, where now lk=lk(u ) is the k th left-eigenvector
of A(u ), k=1, ..., N. Similarly, we say that the boundary conditions (2.8) or
(2.15) are admissible for the right-boundary Riemann problem for (2.1) with
initial state u , if (2.13) is satisfied with lk=lk(u ), k=1, ..., N.
We recall that the Riemann problem for system (2.1) is the initial value
problem in R_[0, ) with initial data of the form
u(x, 0)={uL ,uR ,
x<0,
x>0.
(2.16)
A classical theorem by Lax [21] gives the existence and uniqueness of the
solution to the Riemann problem (2.1), (2.16), for uL and uR sufficiently
near one another, provided that each characteristic field is genuine non-
linear or linearly degenerate; that is, for each k=1, ..., N, we have either
{*k(u) } rk(u){0, u # RN, (2.17)
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or
{*k(u) } rk(u)=0, u # RN. (2.18)
We now state the extension of this result for the boundary Riemann
problems [(2.1), (2.4), (2.5)], [(2.1), (2.4), (2.14)], [(2.1), (2.7), (2.8)],
and [(2.1), (2.7), (2.15)] (cf. [31]).
2.2. Theorem. Assume that all the characteristic fields of (2.1) are either
genuine nonlinear or linearly degenerate, and that the boundary conditions
(2.5), (2.14), (2.8), and (2.15) are all admissible for the respective boundary
Riemann problems with initial state u . Then, there is a $>0 such that if
|ci&(bi , u ) |<$, i=1, ..., N (2.19)
(resp.
|ci&(bi , f (u )) |<$, i=1, ..., N ), (2.20)
the boundary Riemann problems [(2.1), (2.4), (2.5)], [(2.1), (2.7), (2.8)]
(resp. [(2.1), (2.4), (2.14)], [(2.1), (2.7), (2.15)]) have unique solutions
consisting of constant states connected by shock waves satisfying Lax’s con-
ditions, rarefaction waves, or contact discontinuities.
Proof. We will give the proof for the right-boundary Riemann problems
[(2.1), (2.7), (2.8)], [(2.1), (2.7), (2.15)]. The proof for the left-boundary
Riemann problems is obtained in the same way. Let ==(=1 , ..., =N) and
T : [ |=|<=0]  RN, with T(0)=u , be the map obtained by Lax in [21]
such that, for every =, with |=|<=0 , the Riemann problem for (2.1) with
u(x, 0)={u ,T(=),
x<0,
x>0,
(2.21)
has an unique solution consisting of N+1 constant states
u , T(=1 , 0, ..., 0), ..., T(=1 , ..., =N&1 , 0), T(=),
so that T(=1 , ..., =i&1 , 0, ..., 0) is joined on the left with T(=1 , ..., =i&1 , =i ,
0, ..., 0) by an i-shock or an i-rarefaction wave, if the i th characteristic
field is genuine nonlinear, or an i-contact discontinuity if it is linearly
degenerate. So, through the inverse map T &1, we get the =i , i=1, ..., N, as
functions of u. Let W > be given by the equations
=k(u)=0, k=&+1, ..., N, u # Im(T ), (2.22)
and W > be given by
=k( f &1(v))=0, k=&+1, ..., N, v # Im( f b T ). (2.23)
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It is easy to see that the differentiation of system (2.22) at u=u gives the
linear system (2.11). Similarly, the differentiation of system (2.23) at
v=f (u ) gives the linear system
(lk , v) =(lk , f (u )) , k=&+1, ..., N, (2.24)
where lk=lk(u ). So, the inverse function theorem gives a $>0 such that
if the ci satisfy (2.19) (resp. (2.20)), i=N&&+1, ..., N, then system (2.8),
(2.22) (resp. (2.15), (2.23)) has an unique solution u=u
>
(resp. v=f (u
>
))
with u
>
# W
>
. To obtain the solution of the respective right-boundary
Riemann problems we invoke again Lax’s theorem. K
The general initial-boundary value problem which we will consider here
for system (2.1), in the domain [0, 1]_[0, ), is given by the initial con-
dition (2.2) and boundary conditions
9

(u) |x=0=c

(t) :=(c1(t), ..., cN&&(t)), (2.25)
9

(u) |x=1=c

(t) :=(cN&&+1(t), ..., cN(t)), (2.26)
or
9

( f (u)) |x=0=c

(t), (2.25$)
9
>
( f (u)) |x=1=c
>
(t). (2.26$)
Some more definitions are in order.
2.3. Definition. We say that the left-boundary function 9

(resp. 9

b f )
is wave-like at u , if it satisfies: given states u$ and u" which can be con-
nected on the left to u by waves belonging to characteristic families of order
&+1, if =i , i=1, ..., N, are the strenghth of the waves arising in the solu-
tion of the Riemann problem [u$, u"] (i.e. u$ as left-state, u" as right-state),
then for u$ and u" in a neighborhood of u there exists a constant M

>0
such that
:
N
i=1
|=i|M

|9

(u$)&9

(u")| (2.27)
(resp.
:
N
i=1
|=i|M

|9

b f (u$)&9

b f (u")| ). (2.28)
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An analogous definition of wave-like right-boundary function 9
>
(resp.
9
>
b f ) is obtained changing characteristic families of order &+1, in the
above definition, for characteristic families of order &. So, there exists M
>
such that
:
N
i=1
|=i|M
>
|9
>
(u$)&9
>
(u")|, (2.29)
(resp.
:
N
i=1
|=i|M
>
|9
>
( f (u$))&9
>
( f (u"))| ). (2.30)
For systems satisfying the conditions of Lax’s theorem, admissibility
implies wave-likeness in a small neighborhood of a certain state u . For
instance, if u$ and u" belong to W

(u ), the manifold generated by the wave
curves of the families of order &+1, then for u$ and u" sufficiently near
to u the wave strenghths =i are continuously differentiable functions of u"
for each u$, and so we have
:
N
i=1
|=i|C|u$&u"|,
for some positive constant C, depending only on the neighborhood of u .
On the other hand, admissibility implies that 9

(resp. 9

b f ) is a dif-
feomorphism when restricted to a neighborhood of u in W

(u ). Then, for u$,
u" belonging to this subset of W

(U ), we have
|9

(u$)&9

(u")|
C
M

|u$&u"|
(resp.
|9

b f (u$)&9

b f (u")|
C
M

|u$&u"| ),
for some M

>0. So, it follows the assertion. We can then state:
2.4. Proposition. Assume that each characteristic field of (2.1) is genuine
nonlinear or linearly degenerate. Then, if 9

(resp. 9

b f ) is an admissible
boundary function for the left-boundary Riemann problem with initial state u ,
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there exists a neighborhood of u in W

(u ) in which 9

(resp. 9

b f ) is wave-
like. A similar result holds for the right-boundary functions 9
>
, 9
>
b f.
We now introduce the important concept of dissipativity for boundary
conditions imposed on nonlinear systems of conservation laws. Although
the definition which we present here is different from that which appears in
connection with the energy integral in the context of classic solutions or in
the linear case (see [16]), both have an apparent relation.
2.5. Definition. The left-boundary condition given by 9

(resp. 9

b f ) is
said to be dissipative if whenever u$ can be connected on the left to um by
waves of the negative characteristic families, i.e., order &, (#i)&i=1 , and u"
can be connected on the left to um by waves of the positive characteristic
families, i.e., order &+1, ($j)Nj=&+1 , then
:
N
j=&+1
|$j| :
&
i=1
|#i|, (2.31)
provided that 9

(u$)=9

(u") (resp. 9

b f (u$)=9

b f (u")). Analogously, the
right-boundary condition given by 9
>
(resp. 9
>
b f ) is said to be dissipative if
whenever u$ can be connected on the right to um by waves of the positive
families, (#j)Nj=&+1, and u" can be connected on the right to um by waves
of the negative families, ($i)&i=1 , then
:
&
i=1
|$i| :
N
j=&+1
|#j|, (2.32)
provided that 9
>
(u$)=9
>
(u") (resp. 9
>
b f (u$)=9
>
b f (u")).
The dissipativity condition says that there is no amplification of the total
wave-strenght after reflection on the boundaries. In the linear case it is
possible to transform any IBVP with admissible boundary conditions into
an equivalent IBVP with admissible and dissipative boundary conditions,
by means of an adequate choice of a new set of Riemann invariants. The
new system will contain terms of order zero. This can be seen by the
following. Let us consider the linear system (2.3), with left and right eigen-
vectors satisfying (li , ri)=1, i=1, ..., N. Multiplying (2.3) by li , i=1, ..., N,
we get

t
vi+*i

x
vi=0, i=1, ..., N, (2.33)
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where vi=(li , u) is a set of Riemann invariants for (2.3). If we have a
Riemann problem with left state uL and right state uR , [uL , uR], then the
solution is obtained as N+1 constant states u0=uL , u1 , ..., uN=uR ,
separated by n lines of discontinuity given by xt=*i . The intermediate
states are found by writing the expansion
uR&uL= :
N
i=1
airi ,
and then getting
uk&uL= :
k
i=1
airi , k=1, ..., N&1.
The scalar ai is the jump of the Riemann invariant vi across the discon-
tinuity line xt=*i , and can be taken as signed wave strenghth of this dis-
continuity. If we consider another set of Riemann invariants & i=+ivi ,
+i>0, the signed wave strenghths given as the jumps of the new Riemann
invariants will be #i=+iai . So, let um , u$, u" be as in the Definition 2.5 of
dissipative left-boundary condition. We have
um&u$= :
&
i=1
ai$ri ,
um&u"= :
N
j=&+1
aj"rj ,
and thus
u"&u$= :
&
i=1
ai$ri& :
N
j=&+1
aj"rj ,
#i=+iai$, i=1, ..., &,
$j=+jaj", j=&+1, ..., N.
Let l i=+i l, i=1, ..., N. We have the system
(l 1 , u"&u$) =a$1 +1=#1 ,
(l & , u"&u$) =a$&+&=#& ,
9

(u"&u$)=0.
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So,
u"&u$=E &1_
#1
& ,
b
#&
0
b
0
where E is the coefficient matrix of the above system. Hence,
$j=(l j , u"&u$) = l j , E &1_
#1
& .
b
#&
0
b
0
We thus have
|$j||l j| &E &1& :
&
i=&
|#i|
=+j |lj| &E &1& :
&
i=1
|#i|, j=&+1, ..., N.
Since E depends only on +i with i&, we can take +j so small that
+j |lj| &E &1&
1
N&&
, j=&+1, ..., N,
and then getting
:
N
j=&+1
|$j | :
&
i=1
|#i |.
Similarly, choosing another appropriate set of +i ’s, i=1, ..., N, we can
transform system (2.3) or (2.33) in order to turn dissipative an admissible
right-boundary condition. Then, to turn dissipative both boundary condi-
tions we have to take Riemann invariants v i=+i (x, t) vi , +i>0, with +i
near the left and right boundaries satisfying the corresponding necessary
bounds. The transformation v i=+i (x, t) vi changes the system (2.33) into
an equivalent system with terms of order zero. The same type of transfor-
mation is used to turn dissipative in the sense of the energy integral the
boundary conditions for a linear system (see [16]).
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The dissipativity condition is strongly related to the way we measure the
wave strenghths. Examples of dissipative boundary conditions for non-
linear systems are given by the system of isentropic gas dynamics with
boundary conditions prescribing either the velocity on both lines x=0,
x=1, or the pressure on both these lines. In the first case we use the varia-
tion of the velocity through the waves as the wave-strenghth measure. In
the second we use the variation of the pressure. It is also easy to see that
if our domain were [0, )_[0, ) instead of [0, 1]_[0, ), and if we
had a complete set of Riemann invariants for (2.1), then every admissible
boundary condition on the line x=0 would be dissipative for a suitable
wave strenghth measure.
We now recall briefly how to construct a sequence of approximate solu-
tions to the IBVPs [(2.1), (2.2), (2.25), (2.26)], [(2.1), (2.2), (2.25$),
(2.26$)] using Godunov’s or Glimm’s method. We start with a straight grid
in [0, 1]_[0, ) with mesh lenghths 2x=l, 2t=h. We can take l=2&p,
h=2&q, for some p, q # Z+. The vertices of the grid are the points (ml, nh),
n # N, m=0, 1, ..., l&1=M. We assume that our approximate solution
takes its values on a domain URN where
sup
u # U
|*i (u)|+, i=1, ..., N,
and we impose the CFL (type) condition
+
k
l
<
1
2
. (2.34)
Set
uh(x, 0)=u0(( j+ 12) l ), jl<x<( j+1) l, 0 jM&1,
chi (t)=ci ((k+
1
2) h), k # N, i=1, ..., N.
For 0<t<h we define uh(x, t) in each rectangle [( j& 12) l, ( j+
1
2) l]_
(0, h), j=1, ..., M&1, as the solution of the Riemann problem for (2.1)
with initial condition
u(x, 0)={u0(( j&
1
2) l ), x<j
l,
u0(( j+ 12) l ), x>jl.
In the rectangle [0, l2]_(0, h) (resp. [(1&l2), 1]_(0, h)) we define
uh(x, t) as the solution of the left (resp. right)-boundary Riemann problem
with initial condition u(x, 0)=u0(l2), x>0 (resp. u(x, 0)=u0(1&(l2)),
x<1) and boundary condition
9

(u) |x=0=c
 \h2+
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(resp.
9
>
(u) |x=1=c
> \h2++
in the case of problem [(2.1), (2.2), (2.25), (2.26)], or
9

( f (u)) |x=0=c
 \h2+
(resp.
9
>
( f (u)) |x=1=c
> \h2++
in the case of problem [(2.1), (2.2), (2.25$), (2.26$)]. Note that because of
(2.34), uh(x, t) so defined for 0<t<h is continuous on the segments
x=( j+ 12) l, j=0, 1, ..., M&1. Now, Godunov’s and Glimm’s methods dif-
fer only in the way they define the recursive recipe to pass from one time
step to another. The Godunov’s approximation scheme prescribes the
following. For jlx( j+1) l, j=0, ..., M&1, set
uh(x, nh)=unj+12 :=
1
l |
( j+1) l
jl
uh(x, nh&0) dx.
Then, in each rectangle [( j& 12) l, ( j+
1
2) l]_(nh, (n+1) h), j=1, ..., M&1,
we define uh(x, t) as the solution of the Riemann problem with initial
condition
u(x, nh)={u
n
j&12 , x<jl,
unj+12 , x>jl.
(2.35)
In the rectangle [0, (l2)]_(nh, (n + 1) h) (resp. [(1 & (l2)), 1]_
(nh, (n+1) h)) we define ul(x, t) as the solution of the left (resp. right)-
boundary Riemann problem with initial data u(x, nh)=un12 , x>0 (resp.
u(x, nh)=unM&(12) , x<1) and boundary conditions
9

(u) |x=0=c

((n+ 12) h) (2.36)
(resp.
9
>
(u) |x=1=c
>
((n+ 12) h)), (2.37)
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in the case problem [(2.1), (2.2), (2.25), (2.26)], and
9

( f (u)) |x=0=c

((n+ 12) h) (2.38)
(resp.
9
>
( f (u)) |x=1=c
>
((n+ 12) h)), (2.39)
in the case of problem [(2.1), (2.2), (2.25$), (2.26$)]. As for the Glimm’s
scheme, first we have to take a random sequence a = [amn] # A =
>m, n # N [0, 1]. Then, assuming that u
h(x, t) is defined for 0tnh, we
thus set, for jl<x<( j+1) l, j=0, ..., M&1,
uh(x, nh)=unj+(12) :=u
h(( j+amn) l, nh&0).
The rest of the process is exactly the same as in the Godunov’s scheme.
The problem [(2.1), (2.2), (2.25$), (2.26$)] admits a formulation in terms
of integral equalities and in this sense it is more adequate because it is
possible to search for the solution of it in the large class of all locally
integrable functions. Namely, we have the following definition.
2.6. Definition. A locally integrable function u(x, t) =(u1(x, t), ...,
uN(x, t)) is a weak solution to [(2.1), (2.2), (2.25$), (2.26$)] in ?T=
[0, 1]_[0, T ] if it satisfies: for every ,, !, ‘ # C 1([0, 1]_[0, T ])
with supp ,(0, 1)_[0, T), supp ![0, 1)_(0, T ), supp ‘(0, 1]_(0, T ),
we have
||
?T
(u,t+ f (u) ,x) dx dt+|
1
0
u0(x) ,(x, 0) dx=0, (2.40)
||
?T
(9

(u)!t+9

b f (u) !x) dx dt+|
T
0
c

(t) !(0, t) dt=0, (2.41)
||
?T
(9
>
(u) ‘t+9
>
b f (u) ‘x) dx dt&|
T
0
c
>
(t) ‘(1, t) dt=0. (2.42)
We recall that BVloc((0, 1)_(0, )) is the class of locally integrable
functions defined in (0, 1)_(0, ) for which it holds
} | |(0, 1)_(0, ) u(x, t)(,1t +,2x) dx dt }C &(,1, ,2)& ,
for all ,1, ,2 # C 10((0, 1)_(0, )), for some C>0, which for each T>0,
can be taken the same for all (,1, ,2) with supp ,i(0, 1)_(0, T ], i=1, 2.
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For these functions there is defined a trace. The trace is a bounded linear
operator 1 : BVloc((0, 1)_(0, ))  L1([(0, 1)_(0, )]), such that if
u # C([0, 1]_[0, )) & BVloc((0, 1)_(0, )) then
1(u)=u | [(0, 1)_(0, )].
This fact becomes possible the definition of solution to problem (2.1), (2.2),
(2.25), (2.26) in the class of BV functions.
2.7. Definition. A function u # BVloc((0, 1)_(0, ); RN) is a weak
solution of (2.1), (2.2), (2.25), (2.26) in ?T=[0, 1]_[0, T ] if it satisfies
(2.40) for all , # C 1((0, 1)_[0, )) and
1 b 9

(u) |x=0(t)=c

(t), for a.e. t # [0, T ], (2.43)
1 b 9
>
(u) |x=1(t)=c
>
(t), for a.e. t # [0, T ]. (2.44)
An important fact about the trace operator is that if f is differentiable
and u is a BV function, then
1f b u= f b 1u, (2.45)
(cf. [1, 30] and the references therein).
The proof of (2.43), (2.44), when a solution is being saught for problem
(2.1), (2.2), (2.25), (2.26) in the sense of Definition 2.7, is a nontrivial
problem as opposite to what happens with problem (2.1), (2.2), (2.25$),
(2.26$). We next introduce a definition with which afterward we will relate
the flow functions in system (2.1) and the boundary conditions, in the
presence of which the verification of (2.43), (2.44) can be proved.
2.8. Definition. Let g : B (v ; r)  RN be an injective function defined on
a closed ball around v # RN and for each v # RN, v=(v1, ..., vN), let us
denote v

=(v1, ..., vN&&), v
>
=(vN&&+1, ..., vN), g 
v0
(v
>
)=g(v

0 , v
>
), g>
v0
(v

)=
g(v

, v
>
0), for v

0 # R
N&&, v
>
0 # R
&. We say that g is quasi-separable if, for each
v

0 , with |v

0|r, and each v
>
0 , with |v
>
0|r, the images of gv0 and g>v0 ,
defined for |v
>
|r&|v

0 | and |v

|r&|v
>
0 |, respectively, are closed convex
subsets of RN. In particular, these images are contained in affine subspaces
of RN.
Trivial examples of quasi-separable functions are obtained when g
decomposes as g(v)=(g

(v

), g
>
(v
>
)) or g(v)=(g

(v
>
), g
>
(v

)). In the last case we
must have N=2&. The flow functions of the 2_2 systems of isentropic gas
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dynamics and one-dimensional elasticity are included in this last case. In
the case N=2, functions of the type
g(u, v)=(a1h1(u)+b1h2(v)+c1h1(u) h2(v),
a2h1(u)+b2h2(v)+c2h1(u) h2(v))
provide other examples.
We now state the extension of Glimm’s celebrated theorem [13] to
initial-boundary value problems.
2.9. Theorem. Let f in (2.1) be a smooth function defined in a ball with
center u # RN in which the eigenvalues of {f satisfy *1(u)< } } } <*&(u)<
0<*&+1(u)< } } } <*N(u) and {*i (u) } ri (u){0, i=1, ..., N, where ri (u) is
the right eigenvector associated to *i (u).
(A) Assume that 9

b f, 9
>
b f are admissible (with u as initial state)
dissipative boundary conditions, and
|

0
|c(t)&9 b f (u )| dt<,
where c(t)=(c

(t), c
>
(t)), 9 b f =(9

b f, 9
>
b f ). Then, there exists a $>0 such
that, if
Var(u0)+Var(c)+&u0&u &+&c&9 b f (u )&<$, (2.46)
the problem (2.1), (2.2), (2.25$), (2.26$) possesses a global weak solution
u(x, t), in the sense of definition 2.6, such that u # BVloc((0, 1)_(0, )).
(B) Suppose that 9

, 9
>
are admissible (with u as initial state) and that
9=(9

, 9
>
) is a nonsingular linear map. Denoting g=9 b f9 &1, assume that
g is quasi-separable (cf. Definition 2.8) in a closed ball around v =9u . Then,
there exists a $>0 such that, if
Var(u0)+Var(c)+&u0&u &+&c&9(u )&<$, (2.47)
the problem (2.1), (2.2), (2.25), (2.26) possesses a global weak solution u(x, t),
in the sense of Definition 2.7, and, in particular, u # BVloc((0, 1)_(0, )).
Proof. We assume that the reader is familiarized with Glimm’s proce-
dures to prove the existence of a global weak solution to the Cauchy
problem. A decisive point in this strategy is to obtain a uniform bound for
the variation of the approximate solutions. The possibility of defining
globally the approximate solutions is proved simultaneously with the
obtainment of such a uniform bound. We define the I-curves as the union
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of a line segment of the type [(0, t) | t(n

& 12) h], in the left boundary,
another segment of the type [(1, t) | t(n
>
& 12) h], in the right boundary,
and line segments connecting points of the type (ml, (n+ 12) h) with the
mesh points ((m+amn) l, nh) in a monotonic fashion with respect to the
space index m. Here, m, n, n

, n
>
# N, with 0ml&1. The estimate of the
variation is obtained by means of the introduction of a suitable functional
F(J ) defined on I-curves J, whose values can measure the variation of the
approximate solutions over J, and the uniform bound is obtained once we
prove that F(J2)F(J1) if J2 is an immediate successor of J1 . So, let us
define our functional F. For an I-curve J we denote
J

=J & [x=0], J
>
=J & [x=1],
J1 =J & [0<x<1].
Set
L(J1 )=: |:|,
where the sum is over all waves : crossing J1 ,
Q(J1 )=: |:| |;| ,
where the sum is over all waves :, ; which emanate from distinct points
and cross J1 . We also set
L( J

)= :

n=n

|c

((n+ 12) h)&c

((n& 12) h)|,
L( J
>
)= :

n=n
>
|c
>
((n+ 12) h)&c
>
((n& 12) h)|,
Q( J

)= :
k>jn

|c

((k+ 12) h)&c

((k& 12) h| |c

(( j+ 12) h)&c

(( j& 12) h)|,
Q( J
>
)= :
k>jn
>
|c
>
((k+ 12) h)&c
>
((k& 12) h| |c
>
(( j+ 12) h)&c
>
(( j& 12) h)|.
So, we define
F(J )=F0(J1 )+F1( J

)+F2( J
>
)+E(J1 , J

)+G(J1 , J
>
)+H( J

, J
>
),
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where
F0(J1 )=L(J1 )+K0Q(J1 ),
F1( J

)=K1L( J

)+K3Q( J

),
F2( J
>
)=K1L( J
>
)+K3Q( J
>
),
E(J1 , J

)=K2L( J

) L(J1 ),
G(J1 , J
>
)=K2L( J
>
) L(J1 ),
H( J

, J
>
)=K3 L( J

) L( J
>
).
Here Ki , i=1, 2, 3, are constants to be conveniently choosen. We recall
that given two interacting Riemann problems [uL , u$], with waves (#i)Ni=1 ,
[u$, uR], with waves ($i)Ni=1 , the waves (=i)
N
i=1 of the resulting Riemann
problem [uL , uR] satisfy
|=i ||#i |+|$i |+K |#| |$| (2.48)
for some constant K depending only on a neighborhood containing
uL , u$, uR (cf. [13]). We choose
K0=32NK,
K1=an upper bound for the constants of wave-likeness
(cf. Definition 2.3),
K2=K0K1 ,
K3=K0K 21 .
So, assume that J2 is an immediate successor of J1 . If J2 2J1=(J2"J1) _
(J1"J2) is a diamond entirely contained in [0<x<1]_[t>0], then the
demonstration that F(J2)F(J1) is identical as in [13]. In this case, we
have
L( J

1)=L( J

2), L( J
>
1)=L( J
>
2).
Hence, using (2.48) and assuming that
L( J

1), L( J
>
1), L(J1 1 & J1 2)
are sufficiently small, we get the desired inequality.
If J2 2J1 is a half-diamond cutoff by one of the lines x=0 or x=1, the
obtainment of the inequality F(J2)F(J1) will depend on the way the
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waves reflect on these boundary lines. Here the dissipativity condition plays
an essential role. Let us assume for concreteness that J2 2J1 is bounded on
the left-hand side by the line x=0, having as vertices, say, (0, (k& 12) h),
(0, (k+ 12) h), (a1kl, kh). To estimate the strenghth of the Riemann wave
==(=i)Ni=1 which leaves the half-diamond and is the result of the interaction
of the Riemann waves #=(#i)Ni=1 and $=($i)
N
i=1 which enter it and the
boundary discontinuity given by [c

((k& 12) h), c

((k+ 12) h)], we will break
this process into two phases. In the first phase we idealize an infinite
number of reflections followed by interactions and new reflections and so
on. We schematize this by successive interactions #n+$n  =n, of Riemann
[u(n), u(n)m ], [u
(n)
m , u# ], with u# =u(a1k l, kh), 9

(u(n))=9

(u(1))=c

((k& 12) h)
(or, resp. 9

b f (u(n))=9

b f (u(1))=c

((k& 12) h)). The resulting waves =
n are
decomposed as =n==n(ic)+=n(og), where =n(ic) consists of the waves in =n of
characterisc families of order & (incoming) and =n(og) of characterisc
families of order &+1 (outgoing). The incoming wave =n(ic) is reflected,
given the wave #n+1 connecting u(n+1) to u (n+1)m . We set $
n+1==n(og) and
we have the new interaction #n+1+$n+1  =n+1, and so on. We put #1=#,
$1=$. As the result of this iterative process, we get a Riemann wave =
connecting a state u() on the left to u# on the right, such that 9

(u())=
9

(u(1))=c

((k& 12) h) (or, resp., 9

b f (u())=9

b f (u(1))=c

((k& 12) h)), and
= contains only waves of the families of order &+1.
In the second phase we idealize the interaction of two Riemann problems
[u~ , u()] and [u(), u# ], where u~ is the unique state which can be con-
nected on the left to u# by waves of characteristic families of order &+1
and satisfies 9

(u~ )=c

((k+ 12) h) (or, resp., 9

b f (u~ )=c

((k+ 12) h)). This
interaction furnishes finally the waves =.
Let us see what happens in the first phase. For the first interaction
#1+$1  =1 we have by (2.48), since #1i =0, 1i&, and $
1
i =0, &+1
iN,
|=1(ic)||$1|+&K |#1| |$1|,
|=1(og)||#1|+(N&&) K |#1| |$1|.
The wave =1(ic) is reflected, given the wave #2=[u(2), u (2)m ]. By the dis-
sipativity condition we have
|#2||=1(ic)||$1|+&K |#1| |$1|.
We set $2==1(og) and get the interaction #2+$2  =2, where by (2.48)
|=2(ic)|NK |#2| |$2|NK( |$1|+NK |#1| |$1| )_(|#1|+NK |#1| |$1| ).
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We assert that for n3 we have
|=n(ic)|
1
2n&2
|=2(ic)|,
and
|=n(og)||#1|+|$1|+NK |#1| |$1|+|=2(ic)|+2 :
n&1
k=2
|=k(ic)|,
provided that
|#1|+|$1|+NK |#1| |$1|
1
4NK
, (2.49)
and
|=2(ic)|
1
20NK
. (2.50)
For n=3 we have #3+$3  =3, where $3==2(og) and, by dissipativity,
|#3||=2(ic)|. So,
|=3(ic)|NK |#3| |$3|NK |=2(ic)| |=2(og)|
NK |=2(ic)| \ 14NK+|=2(ic)|+

|=2(ic)|
4
+
|=2(ic)|
20

|=2(ic)|
2
,
and
|=3(og)||#3|+|$3|+|=3(ic)||=2(og)|+|=2(ic)|+|=3(ic)|
|#1|+|$1|+NK |#1| |$1|+|=2(ic)|+2 |=2(ic)|.
So, the assertion holds for n=3. We assume as an induction hypothesis
that it holds for n. For n+1, we have #n+1+$n+1  =n+1, where $n+1=
=n(og) and, by dissipativity, |#n+1||=n(ic)|. So, by (2.49),
|=(n+1)(ic)|NK |#n+1| |$n+1|NK |=n(ic)| |=n(og)|
NK |=n(ic)| \ 14NK+|=2(ic)|+4 |=2(ic)|+
NK |=n(ic)| \ 14NK+
5
20NK+=
|=n(ic)|
2
,
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and
|=(n+1)(og)||#n+1|+|$n+1|+|=(n+1)(ic)|
|#1|+|$1|+NK |#1| |$1|+|=2(ic)|
+2 :
n&1
k=2
|=k(ic)|+|=n(ic)|+
|=n(ic)|
2
|#1|+|$1|+NK |#1| |$1|+|=2(ic)|+2 :
n
k=2
|=n(ic)|,
which proves the assertion. If we assume that L(J1 1)120NK it is easy to
see that (2.49), (2.50) are satisfied and we have
|=2(ic)|4NK |#1| |$1|.
Thus,
|=n(og)||#1|+|$1|+21NK |#1| |$1|.
It follows that, by passing to a subsequence if necessary, u(n) converges to
a state u() which can be connected to u# , on the left, by a Riemann wave
==(=i )
N
i=1 , with =

i =0, 1i&, such that
9

(u())=c

((k& 12) h) (resp. 9

b f (u())=c

((k& 12) h)),
|=||#|+|$|+21NK |#| |$|.
Now we pass to the second phase and interact the Riemann problem
[u~ , u()]=( =

i)
N
i=1 with the Riemann problem [u
(), u# ]=(=i )
N
i=1 to
obtain finally the wave ==(=i)Ni=1. By (2.48) we get
|=|| =

|+|=|+NK | =

| |=|
K1 |c

((k+ 12) h)&c

((k& 12) h)|+|#|+|$|+21NK |#| |$|
+NKK1 |c

((k+ 12) h)&c

((k& 12) h)| ( |#|+ |$|+21NK |#| |$| )
|#|+|$|+K1 |c

((k+ 12) h)&c

((k& 12) h)|
+23NK |#| |$|+NKK1 |c

((k+ 12) h)&c

((k& 12) h)| ( |#|+ |$| ),
where in the last inequality we assume that L( J

1)120NK.
Thus, the problem of proving the inequality F(J2)F(J1) is now
reduced to making estimates of the same type as in [15] and we can then
omit the details of this remaining part.
Now, the proof of the integral equalities (2.40), (2.41), (2.42) is carried
out by the same procedures as in [13]. In our case, besides the functional
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D(l, a, ,) identical to that in [13], which is related to (2.40), we have to
introduce two other analogous functionals, D

(l, a, !), D

(l, a, ‘), related to
(2.41), (2.42), respectively. In order to have
&D

(l, a, !)&Cl &!& ,
&D
>
(l, a, ‘)&Cl &‘& ,
for some constant C>0 depending only on the data of the problem, we
have to use condition (2.46). This concludes the proof of Theorem 2.9(A).
For the conclusion of the proof of part (B) we have to prove the assump-
tion of the boundary conditions. To this end we need the following lemma.
2.10. Lemma. Let g=9 b f b 9 &1 and vh(x, t)=9uh(x, t). Then, for all
, # C 1([0, T ]) we have
} |
T
0
[g(vh(x, t))&g(vh(0, t))] ,(t) dt}Cx+0(a, h), (2.51)
where C is any positive constant satisfying
C2(Var(,)+&,&) sup
0tT
&vh( } , t)& , (2.52)
and 0(a, h)  0 when h  0 for a.e. a=[amn]. Analogously, for all
, # C 1([0, T ]) we have
} |
T
0
[g(vh(x, t))&g(vh(1, t))] ,(t) dt }C(1&x)+0(a, h), (2.53)
for any C satisfying (2.54) and 0(a, h)  0 when h  0 for a.e. a=[amn].
Proof. We can obviously assume that T is an integral multiple of h. It
is also sufficient to prove these inequalities for x=kl, k=0, ..., l&1. This is
because we can define the sequence v~ (x, t) by
v~ h(x, t)=vh \kl, \n+12+ h+ , for (x, t) # _\k&
1
2+ l, \k+
1
2+ l+
_[nh, (n+1) h), k=1, ..., l&1&1, n # N,
v~ h(x, t)=vh \0, \n+12+ h+ , (x, t) # _0,
l
2+_[nh, (n+1) h),
v~ h(x, t)=vh \1, \n+12+ h+ , (x, t) # _1&
l
2
, 1&_[nh, (n+1) h),
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n # N. Since the vh(x, t) have the variations with respect to the variable x
uniformly bounded, it is easy to see that if vh(x, t) wwh  0 v(x, t) a.e., then
v~ h(x, t) wwh  0 v(x, t) a.e.; in particular, vh(x, t)&v~ h(x, t) wwh  0 0 a.e., Then,
assuming x=kl, and recalling that vh(x, t) is a weak solution to
vt+g(v)x=0,
in each strip nh<t<(n+1) h, 0<x<1, we have
} |
T
0
[ g(vh(x, t))&g(vh(0, t))] ,(t) dt }
 } :
Tk&1
n=0
,(nh) |
(n+1) h
nh
[vh(s, (n+1) h&0)&vh(s, nh+0)] ds }+0(h)
 },(T ) |
x
0
vh(s, T ) ds}+ },(0) |
x
0
vh(s, 0) ds }
+ } :
Th&1
n=1
,(nh) |
x
0
[vh(s, nh+0)&vh(s, nh&0)] ds }
+ } :
Th&1
n=1
(,(nh)&,((n&1) h)) |
x
0
vh(s, nh&0) ds }+0(h).
Setting
0(a, h)= } :
Th&1
n=1
,(nh) |
x
0
(vh(s, nh+0)&vh(s, nh&0)) ds }+0(h),
we get (2.51), where 0(a, h) wwh  0 0 for a.e. a=[amn] by a well-known
result in [13], and C satisfies (2.52) as it is easy to verify. Analogously, we
prove (2.53). K
Now, we turn to the conclusion of the proof of the Theorem 2.9(B). We
take an a=[amn] and a sequence hj  0 such that vhj (x, t) converges a.e.
to a BV function v(x, t). By passing to a subsequence if necessary we can
assume the existence of Young measures (+

t , } ) , (+
>
t , } ) defined for a.e. t,
such that
h(vhj(0, t)) ( (+

t , h(v)) ,
h(vhj(1, t)) ( (+
>
t , h(v)) ,
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for all continuous functions h (cf. [28]). Since
vhji (0, t)=ci ((n+
1
2) hj), nhj<t<(n+1) hj , 1iN&&,
vhji (1, t)=ci ((n+
1
2) hj), nhj<t<(n+1) hj , N&&+11iN,
and c(t) has bounded variation, it is easy to see that
+

t=$ c(t) _

t ,
+
>
t=_
>
t $>c(t) ,
where $ 
c(t)
(resp. $>
c(t)
) is the Dirac measure defined in RN&& (resp. R&) con-
centrated at c

(t) (resp. c
>
(t)) and _

t (resp. _
>
t) is a Radon measure defined
in R& (resp. RN&&). Thus, by Fubini’s theorem we have
(+

t , g(v)) =(_

t , g c(t)(v
>
)) ,
and
(+
>
t , g(v)) =(_
>
t , g>c(t)(v

)).
Now we use the quasi-separability of g to get the existence of d
>
(t) # R& and
d

(t) # RN&&, defined a.e. and measurable, such that
(_

t , gc(t)(v
>
)) =g(c

(t), d
>
(t)),
(_
>
t , g>c(t)(v

)) =g( d

(t), c
>
(t)).
But, by Lemma 2.10, we have, after passing to the limit as hj  0,
g(v(x, t)) ( g(c

(t), d
>
(t)), as x  0,
g(v(x, t)) ( g( d

(t), c
>
(t)), as x  1.
Hence,
g(1v(x, t)) |x=0=1g(v(x, t)) |x=0=g(c

(t), d
>
(t)),
g(1v(x, t)) |x=1=1g(v(x, t)) |x=1=g( d

(t), c
>
(t)),
for a.e. t, and then we get
1v

(x, t) | x=0=c

(t), 1v
>
(x, t) | x=1=c
>
(t).
This concludes the proof of Theorem 2.9. K
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We finish this section stating a simple lemma which can be seen as a
weaker version of Lemma 2.10 for the solutions of problem (2.1), (2.2),
(2.25$), (2.26$), and will be usefull in the study of the convergence of the
time averages of solutions to these problems for certain particular systems
in the next sections.
2.11. Lemma. Let u(x, t) be a weak solution to problem (2.1), (2.2),
(2.25$), (2.26$) and assume that &u( } , t)&Lp is uniformly bounded for some
p>1. Then, for all , # C10((0, ))
} |

0
(9

b f (u(x, t))&c

(t)) ,(t) dt }Cx1q, (2.54)
} |

0
(9
>
b f (u(x, t))&c
>
(t)) ,(t) dt }C(1&x)1q, (2.55)
for a.e. x # (0, 1), for any C>0 satisfying
CVar(,) sup
0t
&9 b u( } , t)&p , (2.56)
where
1
p
+
1
q
=1.
Proof. This lemma is a direct consequence of the following one:
2.12. Lemma. Let p(x, t), P(x, t) be measurable functions defined for
axb, 0t<, with p # L([0, ); Lr([a, b])), for some 1<r,
and assume that for all , # C 10([a, b)_(0, )) (i.e., , # C
1((a, b)_(0, ))
and , can be extended as a function in C 10((&, b)_(0, ))), we have
||
[a, b]_[0, )
[ p(x, t) ,t+P(x, t) ,x] dx dt=0. (2.57)
Then, for all ‘ # C 10((0, )), we have
} |

0
P(x, t) ‘(t) dt }C Var(‘)(x&a)1r$, (2.58)
for a.e. x # [a, b], for some constant C>0 independent of ‘, where
r&1+r$&1=1. In particular,
lim
T  
1
T |
T
0
P(x, t) dt=0, (2.59)
for a.e. x # [a, b].
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Similarly, given q(x, t), Q(x, t), measurable functions defined in
[a, b]_[0, ), with q # L([0, ); Lr([a, b])), for some 1<r, if,
for all  # C 10((a, b]_(0, )),
||
[a, b]_[0, )
[q(x, t) t&Q(x, t) x] dx dt=0, (2.60)
then, for all ‘ # C 10((0, )), we have
} |

0
Q(x, t) ‘(t) dt}C Var(‘)(b&x)1r$, (2.61)
for a.e. x # [a, b], for some constant C>0 independent of ‘. In particular,
lim
T  
1
T |
T
0
Q(x, t) dt=0, (2.62)
for a.e. x # [a, b].
Proof. We prove (2.58), (2.59), being the proof of (2.60), (2.61) entirely
analogous. Motivated by Kruzkov [19], let us choose in (2.57)
,=,h=def /h(x) ‘(t), with ‘ # C 10((0, )) and
/h(x)=1&|
x
0
$h(s&x0) ds,
where $h(s)=h&1$(h&1s), with $ # C 0 ((&1, 1)), $0, 
1
&1 $(s) ds=1;
x0 # (a, b), 0<h<min[x0&a, b&x0]. Then, assuming that x0 is a
Lebesgue point of the function
|

0
P(x, t) ‘(t) dt,
making h  0, (2.57) gives
|

0
P(x0 , t) ‘(t) dt=||
[a, x0]_[0, )
‘$(t) p(x, t) dx dt,
and, so, we get
} |

0
P(x0 , t) ‘(t) dt| sup
0t<
&p( } , t)&r Var(‘)(x0&a)1r$.
This proves (2.58), for all ‘ # C 10((0, )). Approaching /[0, T ](t), the
characteristic function of [0, T ], by functions in C 0 ((0, T )) we get (2.58)
with ‘=/[0, T ] . Then, dividing by T and making T   we arrive at
(2.59). K
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3. Convergence in Average of Composite Functions
This section contains elementary results about the convergence in
average of composite functions which will be useful in the following sec-
tions where we obtain the convergence of the time averages as t   of
solutions to IBVPs for certain particular systems. The lemma and its
corollary which we present next are, in fact, simple consequence of the
Jensen’s inequality, but constitute an important tool for the type of study
which will be developed in what follows.
3.1. Lemma. Let \ : [0, +)  [0, 1] be a measurable function and
_ : [0, 1]  [0, 1] a continuous function.
(A) Suppose that there exist =1>0, =2>0 such that _ : [1&=1 , 1] 
[1&=2 , 1] is bijective, increasing with _&1 | [1&=2 , 1] convex. Then, if
lim
T  
1
T |
T
0
_ b \(t) dt=1, (3.1)
with a rate of convergence O(T &:), for some :>0, we have
lim
T  
1
T |
T
0
\(t) dt=1, (3.2)
with a rate O(1&_&1(1&T &:)).
(B) Suppose, in duality, that there exist =1>0, =2>0 for which
_ : [0, =1]  [0, =2] is bijective, increasing, and convex. Then, if
lim
T  
1
T |
T
0
_ b \(t) dt=0,
with a rate of convergence O(T &:), for some :>0, we have
lim
T  
1
T |
T
0
\(t) dt=0,
with a rate O(_&1(T &:)).
Proof. We prove (A); the proof of (B) is completely analogous. Let us
denote
/=/[1&=2 , 1] , /
c=1&/
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where /[1&=2 , 1] is the characteristic function of the interval [1&=2 , 1].
First, we prove that
lim
T  
1
T |
T
0
/(_ b \(t)) dt=1, (3.3)
lim
T  
1
T |
T
0
/c(_ b \(t)) dt=0. (3.4)
Indeed, we have
1&
1
T |
T
0
/(_ b \(t)) dt=
1
T |
T
0
/c(_ b \(t)) dt.
Then,
1&lim inf
1
T |
T
0
/(_ b \(t)) dt=lim sup \1& 1T |
T
0
/(_ b \(t)) dt+
=lim sup
1
T |
T
0
/c(_ b \(t)) dt.
Set
%1=lim inf
1
T |
T
0
/(_ b \(t)) dt,
%2=lim sup
1
T |
T
0
/c(_ b \(t)) dt=1&%1 .
We have
1
T |
T
0
_ b \(t) dt=
1
T |
T
0
/(_ b \(t)) _ b \(t) dt
+
1
T |
T
0
/(_ b \(t)) _ b \(t) dt

1
T
/(_ b \(t)) dt+(1&=2)
1
T |
T
0
/c(_ b \(t)) dt.
Given any =>0, for sufficiently large T, we have
1
T |
T
0
_ b \(t) dt
1
T |
T
0
/(_ b \(t)) dt+(1&=2) %2+=. (3.5)
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Taking lim inf in both sides of (3.5) and letting =  0 after, we get
1%1+(1&=2) %2 .
This is possible only if %1=1, %2=0, and so we get (3.3), (3.4). Now, let g
be a convex function defined in [0, 1], coinciding with _&1 in [1&=2 , 1]
and satisfying g(0)=0. By Jensen’s inequality we have
g \1T |
T
0
/(_ b \(t)) _ b \(t) dt+ 1T |
T
0
/(_ b \(t)) \(t) dt. (3.6)
But
lim
T  
1
T |
T
0
/(_ b \(t)) _ b \(t) dt=1. (3.7)
Indeed,
1
T |
T
0
_ b \(t) dt=
1
T |
T
0
/(_ b \(t)) _ b \(t) dt
+
1
T |
T
0
/c(_ b \(t)) _ b \(t) dt, (3.8)
and
0
1
T |
T
0
/c(_ b \(t)) _ b \(t) dt(1&=2)
1
T |
T
0
/c(_ b \(t)) dt,
which gives
lim
T  
1
T |
T
0
/c(_ b \(t)) _ b \(t) dt=0.
Then, (3.7) follows from (3.8), (3.1). It is not difficult to see that the limit
in (3.7) is attained with the same rate of convergence O(T &:) as (3.1). By
(3.6) we have
g \1T |
T
0
/(_ b \(t)) _ b \(t) dt+ 1T |
T
0
\(t) dt1.
Hence we get the desired limit with a rate of convergence given by
O(1&_&1(1&T &:)). K
3.2. Corollary. Let \ : [0, +)  [&1, 1] be a measurable function
and _ : [&1, 1]  [0, 1] a continuous function such that there exist =1>0,
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=2>0 for which _ : [&=1 , =1]  [0, =2] is convex, being bijective decreasing
when restricted to [&=1 , 0] and bijective increasing when restricted to
[0, =1]. Then, if
lim
T  
1
T |
T
0
_ b \(t) dt=0,
with a rate of convergence O(T &:), we have
lim
T  
1
T |
T
0
\(t) dt=0,
with a rate of convergence given by
max[O(_&1(T &:)), O(_&1(&T &:))].
Proof. Set /+=/[0, 1] , /&=/[&1, 0) . We have
0
1
T |
T
0
/\(\) _(\) dt
1
T |
T
0
_(\) dt,
where we omit the argument t in the functions under the integral sign as
we will do frequently in what follows. Hence,
lim
T  
1
T |
T
0
/\(\) _(\) dt=0.
Noting that /\(\) _(\)=_(/\(\) \), we see that, with respect to the
measurable function /+(\(t)) \(t), the function _, restricted to [0, 1],
satisfies the hypotheses of Lemma 3.1(B). So, we get
lim
T  
1
T |
T
0
/+(\) \ dt=0.
Similarly, with respect to the measurable function 1+/&(\(t)) \(t) the
function 1&_(s&1), restricted to [0, 1], satisfies the hypotheses of
Lemma 3.1(A). Hence,
lim
T  
1
T |
T
0
/&(\) \ dt=0.
Since
1
T |
T
0
\ dt=
1
T |
T
0
/+(\) \ dt+
1
T |
T
0
/&(\) \ dt,
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we have the desired conclusion. The asserted rate of convergence is easily
verified. K
In fact, we can state a more general result, in terms of probability
measures, which implies (3.2) in the above results. Before the statement of
our result we need to establish a few notations.
Given a compact set K/Rm, we denote by M(K ) the space of Radon
measures on K, which, by Riez’s representation theorem, is the dual of
C(K). P(A) will denote the set of probability Borel measures on A. The
symbol *( will denote convergence in the weak V topology of L, when
referred to a sequence of functions uniformly bounded in L, and con-
vergence in the weak V topology of M(K ), when referred to a sequence of
Radon measures uniformly bounded in M(K ).
3.3. Lemma. Let +T , T>0, be a sequence of probability measures on a
compact subset K/Rn, and hi # C(K), i=1, ..., m, such that hi0 and
lim
T  
( +T , hi)=0. (3.9)
Then, if U # K is such that
,
m
i=1
[U # K; hi (U )=0]=[U ], (3.10)
we have +T *( $U , where $U is the Dirac measure concentrated at U .
Proof. Since P(K) is compact in the weak V topology of M(K), given
any subsequence of +T , we can find a subsequence of it which converges
weakly V to a probability measure, say, + # P(K). By (3.9), we have
(+, hi)=0, i=1, ..., m.
But, as hi0, we must have supp + # [U; hi (U )=0], i=1, ..., m. Then,
(3.10) implies that +=$U . Since this holds for all subsequences of +T , we
obtain +T *( $U . K
Now, if in Lemma 3.1, and in Corollary 3.2, we define the probability
measures
( +T , h) =
1
T |
T
0
h b \(t) dt,
for all h # C(R), we have (3.2) as a consequence of the above result.
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4. Fluid Flows in Porous Media
In this section we apply results of the earlier sections to prove the con-
vergence of the time averages of solutions to IBVPs modeling flows in
porous media. We first consider the IBVP for the BuckleyLeverett equa-
tion (cf. [2]) which describes a two-phase flow in a reservoir with uniform
cross-section neglecting gravity effects. Afterward we will consider the IBVP
for the system given by the polymer flood model, proposed by Isaacson (cf.
[18]), which extends the BuckleyLeverett equation for certain three-phase
flows in a reservoir as above.
So, let us begin by considering the BuckleyLeverett equation

t
u(x, t)+

x
f (u(x, t))=0. (4.1)
It describes the variation of the saturation of water, u(x, t), in the water
oil mixture through the reservoir, the points of which are represented
by x # [0, 1]. That is, u(x, t) is the percentage of water in the mixture
contained in an infinitesimal volume around the point x at time t. In
particular, we should have 0u(x, t)1. The IBVP is completed by
specifying the saturation of water through the reservoir at time t=0 and
the saturation of water in the mixture being injected at the injection
boundary x=0. Let us set
u(x, 0)=u0(x), 0x1, (4.2)
u(0, t)=+T (t), t>0, (4.3)
with u0 and +T taking values in [0, 1]. In (4.1) the function f is given by
f (u)=
k1(u)
k1(u)+k2(u)
,
where the ki are smooth convex functions in [0, 1], with k1 increasingly
satisfying k1(0)=k$1(0)=0 and k2 decreasingly satisfying k2(1)=k$2(1)=0.
In particular, the graph of f has the shape of an inclined integral sign, f is
monotone increasing, concave near u=1, convex near u=0, and f (0)=0,
f (1)=1.
In u0 and +T are functions of bounded variation; the solution of (4.1),
(4.2), (4.3) using Glimm’s or Godunov’s method is an easy exercise. The
bounds for the variation of the approximate solutions are obtained directly
from the monotonicity of the solutions of Riemann problems satisfying
Oleinik’s admissibility criterium (see [26]). So, we assume that u0 and +T
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are functions of bounded variation and let u(x, t) represent the weak solu-
tion of (4.1), (4.2), (4.3) obtained this way. The monotonicity of the
Riemann problem solutions satisfying Oleinik’s criterium also guarantees
that the approximate solutions by Glimm’s or Godunov’s method take
their values in [0, 1]. So, we have 0u(x, t)1, a.e., as it would be
desirable. This solution of (4.1), (4.2), (4.3) satisfies the following.
4.1. Theorem. Assume that
lim
T  
1
T |
T
0
+T (t) dt=1, (4.4)
with a rate of convergence O(T &;), 0<;1. Then
lim
T  
1
T |
T
0
u(x, t) dt=1, a.e. x # [0, 1], (4.5)
with a rate O(1& f &1(1&T &;)).
Proof. From lemma 2.10 we have, for a.e. x # [0, 1],
} 1T |
T
0
f (u(x, t)) dt&
1
T |
T
0
f (+T (t)) dt }CT , (4.6)
with C not dependent on T. We have f (1)=1 and
0
1
T |
T
0
(1&f (+T (t))) dt max
0u1
f $(u) }
1
T |
T
0
(1&+T (t)) dt.
So,
lim
T  
1
T |
T
0
f (+T (t)) dt=1.
Then, (4.6) implies that
lim
T  
1
T |
T
0
f (u(x, t)) dt=1, a.e. x # [0, 1].
Now, we apply Lemma 3.1(A) and get the desired result. K
Next we consider the IBVP for the polymer flood model. It represents
the evolution in space and time of the saturation of a solution water + polymer
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through an oil reservoir; the equations as proposed by Isaacson (cf. [18])
are

t
s+

x
f (s, c)=0,
(4.7)

t
(sc)+

x
(cf (s, c))=0,
where s represents the saturation of the solution water + polymer and c
the saturation of polymer in this solution. Here f (s, c), for each fixed
c # [0, 1], is a function like that appearing in (4.1). We assume that f is
smooth in (s, c) and physical considerations lead to (fc)<0, c # (0, 1).
The Rieman problem for system (4.7) was solved by Isaacson [18]. One
minor consequence of the analysis therein is that the regions 0ccmax ,
0<smins1, are invariants for the Riemann problem solutions. Temple,
in [29], solved the Cauchy problem for (4.7) using an adaptation of the
Glimm’s method. The main particularity of the method developed in [29]
is that there is not a uniform bound for the variation of the approximate
solutions, (sh, ch), themselves, but the existence of a homeomorphism 9 is
proved such that the 9-variation of the approximate solutions, that is, the
variation of 9 composite with each of these functions, can be uniformly
bounded. The possibility of extending Temple’s result to IBVPs was
observed in [11].
Let us set the following initial and boundary conditions
{s(x, 0)=s0(x),c(x, 0)=c0(x),
0x1,
0x1,
(4.8)
{s(0, t)= s

0(t),
c(0, t)=c

(t),
t>0,
t>0.
(4.9)
We assume that s0 , c0 , s

, c

are functions of bounded 9-variation with s0 ,
s

taking their values in [smin , 1] and c0 , c

taking their values in [0, cmax].
Let (s(x, t), c(x, t)) be a solution of (4.7), (4.8), (4.9) obtained following
the construction in [29] (as in [11]). We have the following result.
4.2 Theorem. Assume that
lim
T  
1
T |
T
0
c

(t) dt=cmax , (4.10)
and
lim
T  
1
T |
T
0
s

(t) dt=1, (4.11)
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with a rate of convergence O(T &;), 0<;1. Then
lim
T  
1
T |
T
0
c(x, t) dt=cmax , (4.12)
and
lim
T  
1
T |
T
0
s(x, t) dt=1, (4.13)
a.e. x # [0, 1]. The rate of convergence in (4.12) is O(T &;) and that of
(4.13) is O(T &;p) where p is the order of the contact that the graph of the
function f (s, cmax) makes with the horizontal line f =1, at s=1.
Proof. An easy adaptation of Lemma 2.10 gives, after passing to the
limit as h  0,
} 1T |
T
0
f (s(x, t), c(x, t)) dt&
1
T |
T
0
f ( s

(t), c

(t)) dt }CT , (4.14)
} 1T |
T
0
c(x, t) f (s(x, t)), c(x, t)) dt&
1
T |
T
0
c

(t) f ( s

(t), c

(t)) dt }CT , (4.15)
for a.e. x # [0, 1], with C not dependent on T. Assume for the moment that
lim
T  
1
T |
T
0
f ( s

(t), c

(t)) dt=1, (4.16)
lim
T  
1
T |
T
0
c

(t) f ( s

(t), c

(t)) dt=cmax . (4.17)
This will be proved later on. So, (4.14), (4.15) give
lim
T  
1
T |
T
0
f (s(x, t), c(x, t)) dt=1, (4.18)
lim
T  
1
T |
T
0
c(x, t) f (s(x, t), c(x, t)) dt=cmax , (4.19)
a.e. x # [0, 1]. By
1
T |
T
0
c(x, t) f (s(x, t), c(x, t)) dt
1
T |
T
0
c(x, t) dtcmax ,
it readily follows that
lim
T  
1
T |
T
0
c(x, t) dt=cmax ,
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the rate of convergence being the same as that for (4.7) which is O(T &;),
as will be seen later on. Let us note, for a given =>0, that
/=/[cmax&=, cmax] , /
c=1&/.
As in the proof of Lemma 3.1, we easily prove that
lim
T  
1
T |
T
0
/(c) dt=1,
and
lim
T  
1
T |
T
0
/c(c) dt=0.
By
0
1
T |
T
0
/c(c) f (s, c) dt
1
T |
T
0
/c(c) dt,
it follows that
lim
T  
1
T |
T
0
/c(c) f (s, c) dt=0.
Then, from (4.18) we get
lim
T  
1
T |
T
0
/(c) f (s, c) dt=1. (4.20)
We assert that
lim
T  
1
T |
T
0
f (s(x, t), cmax) dt=1, a.e. x # [0, 1]. (4.21)
Indeed, we have
1
T |
T
0
f (s(x, t), cmax) dt=
1
T |
T
0
/(c) f (s(x, t)), cmax) dt
+
1
T |
T
0
/c(c) f (s(x, t)), cmax) dt
=
1
T |
T
0
/(c) f (s, c) dt+
1
T |
T
0
/c(c) f (s, cmax) dt
+
1
T |
T
0
/(c)( f (s, cmax)& f (s, c)) dt.
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So,
} 1T |
T
0
f (s, cmax) dt&
1
T |
T
0
/(c) f (s, c) dt }

1
T |
T
0
/c(c) f (s, cmax) dt+M=, (4.22)
where M=max[ |{f (s, c)| | (s, c) # [0, 1]_[0, 1]]. The first factor on the
right-hand side of (4.22) converges to zero when T  , as it is immediate
by
0
1
T |
T
0
/c(c) f (s, cmax) dt
1
T |
T
0
/c(c) dt.
So, from (4.22) we get
lim inf
1
T |
T
0
f (s, cmax) dt1&M=.
Since =>0 is arbitrary and f 1, we obtain (4.21). Now, we get (4.13) from
(4.21) applying Lemma 3.1(A). To conclude the proof of Theorem 4.2 we
have to show that (4.16), (4.17) hold. First, we note that
lim
T  
1
T |
T
0
f ( s

(t), cmax) dt=1. (4.23)
This follows by
0
1
T |
T
0
(1&f ( s

(t), cmax)) dt=
1
T |
T
0
( f (1, cmax)& f ( s

(t), cmax)) dt

M
T |
T
0
(1& s

(t)) dt,
since (fs)0 and f (1, c)#1, c # [0, 1]. Observe also that
lim
T  
1
T |
T
0
c

(t) f (1, c

(t)) dt= lim
T  
1
T |
T
0
c

(t) dt=cmax . (4.24)
Given =>0, let us note that
/ (s)=/[1&=, 1](s), / c(s)=1&/ (s),
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and /(c), /c(c) as above. By arguments which we have already used we
easily obtain from (4.23), (4.24) that
lim
T  
1
T |
T
0
/(c

) f ( s

, cmax) dt=1,
lim
T  
1
T |
T
0
/ ( s

) c

f (1, c

) dt=cmax .
Then, as in (4.22), we get
} 1T |
T
0
f ( s

(t), c

(t)) dt&
1
T |
T
0
/(c

(t)) f ( s

(t), cmax) dt }

1
T |
T
0
/c(c

(t)) f ( s

(t), cmax) dt+M=.
This gives as before the limit (4.16). The limit (4.17) is obtained similarly.
The asserted rates of convergence are easily checked. K
5. A Problem in Isentropic Gas Dynamics
Here we will consider an IBVP which represents a typical problem of
interior ballistics (cf. [5]). A tube is closed at a fixed point O by a rigid
wall and at the other end by a membrane. Up to time t=0 there is
atmospheric pressure in the tube. Then at t=0, an explosion in the tube
produces a gas still at rest with constant entropy, density \0 , and very high
pressure p0 ; the membrane is instanteneously removed. In Lagrangian
coordinates, the equations of isentropic gas dynamics are
{{t&ux=0,ut+ p({)x=0, (5.1)
where { is the specific volume, that is, the inverse of the density, \, u is the
velocity, and p({)=k2{&# is the pressure, where k is constant and #>1 is
the adiabatic exponent. Here, we will consider # in the range 1<# 53. So,
we set the initial data
({(x, 0), u(x, 0))=({0(x), u0(x)), 0x1. (5.2)
Instead of atmospheric pressure, we assume that there is vacuum in all the
tube before t=0. Hence, we have the boundary conditions
u(0, t)=0, (5.3)
p(1, t)=0. (5.4)
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Condition (5.4) is equivalent to {=+ or \=0 at x=1. We assume that
u0(x), {0(x) are measurable functions satisfying
{0(x)M &1>0, |u0(x)|M, (5.5)
for some constant M.
In [3] Chen, extending results of DiPerna [9], proved the existence of
global weak solutions, satisfying an entropy condition, to the Cauchy
problem for (5.1) with # # (1, 53], and data {0(x), u0(x) satisfying (5.5) and
({0(x)&{ , u0(x)&u ) # L2(R) for some constant state ({ , u ). In particular,
the hypotheses do not exclude the occurrence of vacuum. Throughout this
section we will base our work on the results in [3], which are of concern
to the solution of (5.1), (5.2), (5.3), (5.4), and we also refer to this
monograph for references of other works on isentropic gas dynamics. So,
we also assume that
({0(x)&{ , u0(x)&u ) # L2([0, 1]), (5.6)
for some constant state ({ , u ).
The solution to the Cauchy problem for (5.1) in [3], following the pro-
cedures in [9], is obtained with the help of the compensated compactness
theory. Two ways of approximating a solution are proposed: the vanishing
viscosity method, and the numerical methods given by LaxFriedrichs’s or
Godunov’s schemes. For problem (5.1), (5.2), (5.3), (5.4) we can obtain
a global weak solution using Godunov’s method, following with slight
adaptations the procedures in [3]. The adaptations are demanded by two
simple but new situations: the boundary Riemann problems to be solved
at the lines x=0, x=1, and the verification that the presence now of
boundary terms in the decomposition of the measures
’t({h, uh)+qx({h, uh),
for entropyentropy flux pairs, does not invalidate the analysis showing
that these measures leave in a compact in H &1.
The boundary Riemann problems at x=0 and x=1 are easily solved,
taking as basis the solution of the Riemann problems themselves. At the
line x=0, if we have an initial state ({0 , u0) we have to find the intersection
of the inverse 2-rarefaction curve or the inverse 2-shock curve, leaving
({0 , u0) with the line u=0, say ({

, +T). It is easy to see that there is only
one such state. The solution will then consist of the constant states ({

, +T),
({0 , u0) connected by the corresponding 2-wave. At the line x=1, the solu-
tion of the boundary Riemann problems is still more simple. If we have an
initial state ({0 , u0) we simply have to take the 1-rarefaction curve leaving
({0 , u0) and go with it up to {=+. In the Riemann invariants plane
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(w1 , w2) this would be the same as finding the intersection of the lines
w1=w1({0 , u0) and w1=w2 .
As to the appearance of boundary terms in the decomposition of the
measures
’t({h, uh)+qx({h, uh),
this is resolved by observing that these terms constitute a sequence of
uniformly bounded Radon measures, and also that the entropy flux q
*
vanishes for u=0 or {=0, where (’
*
, q
*
) is the strictly convex
entropyentropy flux pair
’
*
({, u)=
1
2
u2+
k2{1&#
#&1
,
q
*
({, u)=k2u{&#.
So, taking into account these observations, we can get a global weak solu-
tion to (5.1), (5.2), (5.3), (5.4), in the sense of Definition 2.6, as limit a.e.
of a sequence of Godunov’s approximation scheme solutions. Let us denote
it as ({(x, t), u(x, t)). The following holds.
5.1. Theorem.
lim
T  
1
T |
T
0
u(x, t) dt=0, a.e. x # [0, 1], (5.7)
lim
T  
1
T |
T
0
\(x, t) dt=0, a.e. x # [0, 1], (5.8)
where \(x, t)=[{(x, t)]&1. The rate of convergence of (5.4) is O(T &1) and
that of (5.8) is O(T &1#).
Proof. By lemma 2.11 we have
} 1T |
T
0
u(x, t) dt }CT , a.e. x # [0, 1], (5.9)
} 1T |
T
0
\#(x, t) dt }CT , a.e. x # [0, 1], (5.10)
with C not depending on T. So, (5.7) follows directly from (5.9), and (5.8)
follows from (5.10) and Lemma 3.1 (B). K
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6. A Problem in Elasticity Theory
In this section we discuss an IBVP representing the following problem in
elasticity theory. Suppose we have a cilindrical bar made of an elastic-
plastic material with uniform cross-section, one of the end cross-sections of
which is firmly attached to a wall while longitudinal strains are being
imparted to the other up to t=0 when the stress at this last cross section
is suddenly released. In Lagrangian coordinates, the equations describing
evolution with time of the stresses and strains along the bar are
{vt&ux=0,ut&_(v)x=0, (6.1)
where v represents the strain, u the velocity, and _=_(v) the stress. Here,
_ is a smooth function satisfying _$(v)>0, sgn(v) _"(v){0, for v{0, which
for definiteness we will take to be >0. As initial conditions we set
(v(x, 0), u(x, 0))=(v0(x), u0(x)), 0x1, (6.2)
and as boundary conditions we have
u(0, t)=0, t>0, (6.3)
_(v(1, t))=0, t>0, (6.4)
this last condition being equivalent to saying that v=0 on the line x=1.
Let us denote U=(v, u). The eigenvalues of system (6.1) are *=\- _$(v)
with corresponding right eigenvectors (1, - _$(v)). In particular, system
(6.1) loses genuine nonlinearity on the line v=0. Riemann problems for a
class of systems including (6.1) were solved by Liu [23]. The solutions
obtained by Liu satisfy the following admissibility criterium introduced by
him. The i-shock that joins U+ :=U({ ) with U& is admissible if
s({ )s({), for all { between 0 and { , (6.5)
where s({) denotes the speed of the shock joinning U& and U({). It is
shown in [4] that any admissible i-shock of moderate strenght that joins
U& , U+ and propagates with speed s satisfies
q(U+)&q(U&)&s[’(U+)&’(U&)]0, (6.6)
for all strictly convex entropyentropy flux pairs, as well as the weakened
version of Lax’s condition:
*i (U+)s*i (U&). (6.7)
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In [22] Liu solves the Cauchy problem for a class of n_n systems
including (6.1), in the context of functions of bounded variation, when the
initial data have small total variation. In [9] DiPerna solved the Cauchy
problem for (6.1) for any, up to a constant state, square integrable
uniformly bounded initial data, using compensated compacteness theory.
The existence of a global weak solution to (6.1), (6.2), (6.3), (6.4), in the
sense of Definition 2.6, can be proved using Godunov’s method to con-
struct an approximating sequence and following DiPerna’s procedures [9]
to get the convergence a.e. of this sequence. As in the past section, the
adaptation of the results in [9] for the solution of the IBVP (6.1), (6.2),
(6.3), (6.4) will require, as additional procedures, the solution of the
boundary Riemann problems occurring at x=0, x=1, and the knowledge
of the influence brought by the presence, now, of boundary terms in the
decomposition of the measures
’(U h)t+q(U h)x ,
in the proof that they leave in a compact of H &1. Again, the question of
the boundary terms is resolved by observing that they constitute a
uniformly bounded sequence of Radon measures, and that the entropy flux
q
*
vanishes for v=0 as well as for u=0, where (’
*
, q
*
) is the strictly
convex entropyentropy flux pair
’
*
(v, u)=
u2
2
+|
v
0
_( y) dy,
q
*
(v, u)=u_(v).
The solution of the boundary Riemann problems follows easily from the
knowledge of the wave-curves constructed as basic tools for the solution of
the Riemann problems (cf. [23]). Let
z=u&|
v
0
- _$( y) dy,
w=u+|
v
0
- _$( y) dy,
be the Riemann invariants for (6.1), (zL , wL) be a point in the (z, w)-plane,
and {=w&z. If {L>0, then the wave-curves W1 , W2 leaving (zL , wL)
satisfy W1=S1 _ W 1 , W2=R2 _ W 2 , where S1 and R2 are, respectively,
the 1-shock curve and the 2-rarefaction curve leaving (zL , wL) and going in
the direction of the increasing {’s. The curves W 1 and W 2 begin, respec-
tively, as a 1-rarefaction curve and a 2-shock curve, leaving (zL , wL) and
going in the direction of the decreasing {’s. When they cross the line {=0
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they become transitional curves composed, respectively, of the points which
can be connected on the right to (zL , wL) by a 1-rarefaction wave followed
by a one-sided contact discontinuity, in the case of W 1 , and of the points
which can be connected on the right to (zL , wL) by a one-sided contact
discontinuity followed by a 2-rarefaction wave, in the case of W 2 . The
construction of the wave-curves W1 , W2 when {L<0 is symmetrical. The
inverse wave-curves W &11 and W
&1
2 are constructed analogously. So, to
solve the boundary Riemann problems at x=0 with initial state (z0 , w0)
we simply go with W &12 (z0 , w0) up to the intersection of this curve with the
curve u=z+w=0. Similarly, to solve the boundary Riemann problem at
x=1 with initial state (z0 , w0) we go with W1(z0 , w0) up to the intersection
of this curve with {=0, where v=0 and then _=0.
A decisive point about the Riemann problem solutions is that the regions
of the type [(z, w) | |z|M, |w|M ] are invariant for these solutions (cf.
[9]).
The above considerations suffice to demonstrate the possibility of car-
rying out an adaptation of the procedures in [9] and obtain a global weak
solution to (6.1), (6.2), (6.3), (6.4), in the sense of Definition 2.6, as the
limit a.e. of a sequence of Godunov’s approximation scheme solutions. Let
us denote this solution as (v(x, t), u(x, t)). We have the following result.
6.1. Theorem. For a.e. x # [0, 1], we have
lim
T  
1
T |
T
0
u(x, t) dt=0, (6.8)
lim
T  
1
T |
T
0
_(v(x, t)) dt=0, (6.9)
with rates of convergence O(T &1). Further, if
Var(v(x, } ) | [0, T ])const. T ;, (6.10)
for some ;<1, for a.e. x # [0, 1], then
lim
T  
1
T |
T
0
v(x, t) dt=0, (6.11)
with a rate of convergence given by
max[O(%&1(T ;&1)), O(%&1(&T ;&1))],
where %(v)=v_(v).
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Proof. By Lemma 2.11 we have, for a.e. x # [0, 1],
} 1T |
T
0
u(x, t) dt }CT ,
} 1T |
T
0
_(v(x, t)) dt }CT ,
for some C>0 not dependent on T. So, we get (6.8), (6.9) with the asserted
rates of convergence. Now, let ,n # C 1([0, T ]) be a sequence converging
a.e. in [0, T ] to v(x, t), for some fixed x # [0, 1], and such that
Var(,n | [0, T ])  Var(v | [0, T ]).
Then, using ,n as , in Lemma 2.11 and letting n   we get
} |
T
0
_(v(x, t)) v(x, t) dt }Cx, (6.12)
with
C=2(Var(v(x, } ) | [0, T ])+&v&) &(v, u)& .
If (6.10) holds, we divide (6.12) by T and let T   to get
lim
T  
1
T |
T
0
_(v(x, t)) v(x, t) dt=0,
with a rate of convergence O(T ;&1). Then, applying Corollary 3.2, we
obtain (6.11) with the asserted rate of convergence. K
Remarks. 1. Condition (6.10) could be obviously substituted by
Var({(v(x, t)) | [0, T ])const. T ;, ;<1, (6.13)
for any twice continuously differentiable function {(v) satisfying {$(v)>0,
for v{0, and sgn(v) } {"(v)0.
2. If condition (6.10) (or (6.13)) can be proved, this should be conse-
quence of nonlinearity since it does not hold in the linear case, where,
neverthless, (6.11) follows immediately from (6.9). Also, (6.10) does not
imply any type of decay for v(x, t) as t  . For instance, \(t)=sin(t;)
satisfies Var(\ | [0, T ])T ;.
3. The limit (6.11) cannot follows directly from (6.9). Indeed, take_(\)=
1\3+=\, with =>0 to be choosen conveniently, and consider the function
\(t)={y1 ,y2 ,
ntn+ 23 , n # N,
n+ 23t<n+1, n # N,
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where yi # [&1, 1], i=1, 2, and satisfy
y31+=y1=
&1
3
, y32+=y2=
2
3
.
So, it is easy to see that
lim
T  
1
T |
T
0
_(\(t)) dt=0,
but
lim
T  
1
T |
T
0
\(t) dt=
2
3
y1+
1
3
y2{0,
if =>0 is sufficiently small.
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